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Embedding PPI in HSC

• What is the framework we use?

• Measuring ‘Involvement’

• Building and cultivating Partnerships

• Developing capacities

• Prospects for 2021

But first, last week’s 
findings!
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• What prevents people from going 

online?

• Do we create some of the barriers?

• What must we do better?

Why do people not take part?

Webinar Questions 
2nd Feb. 2021
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Why are people seldom online?

• Access to equipment 

• Knowledge (out of our ‘loops’)

• Broadband / Bandwidth / Phone credits

• Technical skills

• Confidence

• Is anyone listening?

• Being intimidated / patronised

• Jargon

• ‘Decision already taken’
Webinar Findings 

2nd Feb. 2021
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Why are people seldom heard?
Do we create barriers? What to do?

• Share kit - see example 
https://www.derrywaredonations.org/ 

• Share knowledge, skills, ideas

• Build confidence and trust

• Generate capacity

• Remember the soft skills

• Listen, listen, listen…
Webinar Findings 

2nd Feb. 2021
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• Trust and Integrity
• Understanding perspectives and roles
• Mutual value and respect
• Maximising all available assets
• Keeping complex simple, relevant and ‘real’ 
• Really empowering people to feel valued
• …their views and expertise are relevant 

and influential.

Satisfying the needs, wants and managing 

the expectations of our ‘audiences’ while 

meeting our strategic aims
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• What are the barriers to PPI?

• Do we create some of the barriers?

• What must we / HSC do better?

Q: How to embed PPI in HSC?

Please use chat 
room
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Compliance and compromise
Information

Consultations
Structures

Co- Production

Key considerations for PHA and Health Trusts…

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=XfZVNY8Et5kxXM&tbnid=8qQc49dVoYiZmM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.clker.com/clipart-rip-tombstone.html&ei=9gf5UYq7J5OX0AW664CAAg&bvm=bv.49967636,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNHhtYG_MNoBDMfxDg7J3F7ZBOB1OA&ust=1375361385745782
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A government source 

said ‘The idea ….is not 

going to happen. It is not 

policy now. 

It is out for consultation, 

but the Prime Minister 

is opposed to it, and it 

will not become policy
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Who can help or hinder in 

your ‘reach’?

• Positive help from third party intermediaries (+ 
and -)

• Maximising the use of social media

• Using the methods that give people confidence 
their views will be heard, considered and influence 
and they wont be exposed or embarrassed.

• Participation by ‘experience’

• Stakeholder Reference Groups / Patient Forums

• The importance of good feedback to build trust in 
your processes and help people develop the 
‘habit’ of participation.
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What can we learn from Covid?

• Community conversations at as local a 

level as possible within available resources

• Review of relevant ‘stakeholders’ – new 

groups have emerged and others found 

wanting!

• Have people’s views changed?

• Have we changed?

• #BuildBackBetter #GreenRecovery
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• Process Audit (did we follow our 

rules?)

• Change Audit (what did we rethink?)

• People Audit (what do consultees 

feel?)

How do we measure success?
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1. Leadership

2. Governance

3. Opportunities and support for 

involvement

4. Knowledge and skills

5. Measuring outcomes

How to embed PPI?

Standards
as per PPI HSC 

Forum
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Thoughts…

• Removing the ‘BUT’ that deters 

people from participating

• Who can help or hinder in our ‘reach’

• What can we learn from Covid?
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